dance forms of the turn of the twentieth century into the twenty-first as we find them performed in England, and to some extent across Europe. For instance, the work of Khan and Jeyasingh reflects the impact in the latter part of the twentieth century of aspects of Indian culture deriving initially from colonisation, but embodied and re-embodied in England through immigration and cultural association. Essentially, we consider how European culture has been inflected and changed by Asian artefacts and populations. In another dimension, chapter 6 on Jérome Bel and Loïc Touzé reveals deep differences between art philosophies and dance practices in countries separated only by the English Channel.
The critical focus
No text of this kind can be comprehensive; nor should it aim to be. Crucially, a narrow focus allows greater depth of analysis of current work and consideration of the way these examples interact, if not directly on the stage then in their concerns and in those of contemporary scholarship. A network of overlapping themes permeates this book, constructing a finely woven tapestry. We address diversity and difference on a small scale, since it is through such specificity that sustained and convincing analysis can operate.
In order to address the diversity and difference readily apparent across selected works and choreographers, the contributors draw on a number of theoretical positions and methodological procedures. It is another thread of this deliberately intertextual approach that theory, like the practice on which it comments, has to be chosen for its appropriateness to the questions addressed and the work studied. The aspects of intertextual theorising in parts of the book are distinct. Positions arising from intertextuality and hypertextuality have been associated with both negative and positive developments. A welcome freedom, or too much freedom in interpretation; a subversive opportunity or superficial fantasy as the individual creates her/his own response to art, tracking whatever ideas s/he chooses, on the web or in writing, without interference or control by others.
A significant question in this enterprise is to ask what kind of narratives operate in analysis and how they are constructed or, to put it another way, what kinds of logic drive the construction of argument. How are intertextual systems used and what kinds of narratives result from these processes? Intertextuality allows an explicit delineation of the shape of discourse, of its organisation, of the voices that contribute to it, and the mode in which these voices function. In itself, it rests on the invocation of references to earlier cultural positions, pre-existing icons, previously developed genres, settings for performance and other dominant performance modes. 2 It encourages a 'transient, restless self, a multiplypositioned subject' who is constantly aware of the meta-narrative implications of adopted narrative courses (Meyer, 2000, p. 145) . 3 Irony, parody and ambiguity -the result of unravelling potentially contradictory threads -are common in the intertextual landscape. 4 Decentring, a key term in the title of this book, has multiple connotations. It can suggest either that there is no centre to an act of dance or theatre or its theorising, or this book as a whole, or that it is possible to refer in many directions simultaneously. It may imply that there are many centres or perhaps none at all. In this ambiguity lies one of a number of reasons for selecting decentring both for this book and, prior to it, for a recently completed Arts and Humanities Research Boardfunded project, 5 which focused on intertextuality and hypertextuality. 6 These three terms -decentring, intertextuality and hypertextualityare richly problematic. Each has a history linked to an equally problematic set of ideas of 'text'. Together, they frame the particular notion of dance analysis explored here. Decentring should not, in this instance, be equated with incoherence, but with difference and diversity and, furthermore, should be seen in the context of poststructuralist theory. Poststructuralism challenges certainties of meaning arising, in our case, from, and in, dance. It invites constructions of how multiple meanings might be created in a particular set of performance circumstances, as experienced by a particular individual. Roland Barthes, in making a distinction between 'work' and 'text', talks of the 'displacement' of 'previous categories' and of the 'text' as a 'methodological field' and as discourse, not object (Barthes, 1977, p. 157) . While the work is held in the hand, 'the text is held in language: it exists only as discourse ' (trans. Harari, 1979, p. 157) . He goes on to say: 'thus is the Text restored to language: like language, it is structured but off-centered, without closure' (Barthes, 1979, p. 159) . 7 Additionally, clarifying its relationship to intertextuality, he argues that 'every text, being itself the intertext of another text, belongs to the intertextual' (Barthes, 1979, p. 77) . The complexity and ambivalence of this statement is indicative of the debates underpinning the essays that follow.
In dance, the artistic and cultural practices we address here, the emergence of the idea of decentring, can be located first of all in the work of the choreographer Merce Cunningham, who famously 'decentred' the dancing space so that the spectator no longer had a clearly directed, or singular, if shifting, focus. Neither, of course, did the dancers. The creation of multiple spatial perspectives on the dancing stage, from both the performers' and the spectators' viewpoint, can be seen therefore to have a history dating from the 1950s. 8 Multiplicity of perspective is also evident in the independent conception and, therefore, random relationships, between movement, sound, and design, all of which could be independently conceived in Cunningham's collaborations. This logic entails that each element might subsequently direct the spectator's attention differently. 9 Together -or simply existing side by side -they create 'an open field'. This idea was followed not only by Cunningham, but by other American choreographers in the 1950s, revealing a shared concept or sensibility that extended beyond dance into the visual arts and music (Hodson, 1987) . It has continued to influence avant-garde or postmodernist dance forms ever since, notably through the Judson Dance Theatre and its inheritors (Banes, 1993 ).
Cunningham's multiple spatial perspectives invite a constantly shifting perception of line, direction and shape on the part of the audience, which, by analogy, also offer the potential for a response based on diverse (and multiple) critical perspectives. Indeed, such work, one might argue, demands a set of diverse critical positions to match its own processes. 10 Dance theory throughout the twentieth century largely ignored political and cultural change, clinging to a modernist inheritance. It tended to develop expressionist accounts, particularly in writings on modern dance, in order to emphasise the relevance and power of the Graham/ Humphrey inheritance. 11 In contrast, both formalist and abstract expressionist accounts highlighted unique and distinctive qualities of movement on which an argument about the intrinsic value of dance might rest.
12 This is the approach most usually used in discussion of Cunningham's work, although some critics also find, for example, 'images of human volition and passion' (Jowitt, 1994, p. 174) . 13 The resulting dislocation from wider cultural change, it might be argued, often led to a mystified response, as well as slow acceptance and understanding, of dance-making such as Cunningham's.
The perspectives that were pursued, one might argue erroneously, in discussion of his work, relied on fairly obvious parallels with artists working in other forms, namely with the visual arts, often drawing on the work of Jackson Pollock, Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns, and with new music of the time, notably by John Cage and David Tudor. This is hardly surprising, nor is it necessarily a matter for criticism, but these similarities were often barely pursued beyond a superficial reference.
14 It might be argued that the common cultural and historical moment gives some justification for seeking parallels both among practitioners within a particular art and across the arts, yet artists may also be proceeding along different tracks, even while sharing certain presuppositions. It now seems that Cunningham, in many respects, was not operating in the same sphere, but diverging in ways of his own.
It is short step from Cage's and Cunningham's encouragement to the audience to perceive several things at once to a critical framework based in poststructuralist thinking; but strangely one that even now has barely been articulated. Critical theory in dance has taken a long time to catch up with Cunningham's revolutionary stance of the 1950s. The classical principles of unity and variety along certain well-defined lines (e.g. variety of dynamic) remain entrenched, supporting classical and modernist value systems still apparent even in much new dance practice and dance writing. 15 There are exceptions, and increasingly a major shift in scholarship is evident in the latter part of the twentieth century, for example in the writings of Ann Daly, Jane Desmond, Susan Foster and Susan Manning.
The timeliness of Cunningham's artistic and theoretical position can be explained, if by extrapolation, through Jacques Derrida's writing on the human sciences. Derrida argues that such positions could only have come into being at the moment when a decentering had come about: at the moment when European culture -and, in consequence, the history of metaphysics and of its concepts -had been dislocated, driven from its locus, and forced to stop considering itself as a culture of reference. (Derrida, 1978, p. 356) 16 In other words, Derrida places the decentring movement in the widest possible political context, in a world that we increasingly acknowledge is no longer controlled by Europe, and is becoming less and less so by the United States. To an extent the essays included here, written at the beginning of the twenty-first century, take this new critical landscape for granted. In this brave new world we cannot escape our history or refuse sensitivity to our past, either personal or political, any more than we can escape our cultural positioning locally, whether as creators of dance or as authors of texts about dancing.
Theoretical frames
These essays, therefore, read the present in terms of the past, quite self-consciously; and in reverse, the past in terms of the present, as a demonstration of the problem of devising appropriate modes of analysis. For the process of analysis to be thorough and insightful, an understanding of the many contexts of a dance -that is, its immediate dance context and how this appears within the work, as well as the wider artistic framing and sub-cultural context -is always necessary. The world of high modernism, real or imagined, has receded from the central place it once occupied for artists, critics and scholars, moved aside in favour of forms of analysis that take account of this cultural and historical positioning, making it doubly complex. Analysis is always equally concerned, on the other hand, with the internal workings of dances, since otherwise it would not be dance analysis, but analysis of something else. By virtue of the works the contributors choose to address in these essays, and through each specific mode of address, processes of analysis can be refined. As a result we create highly specific methodologies appropriate to the issues and questions. Since these debates are raised in relation to distinctive, even unique, events, the form of the analysis in each case is uniquely tailored to its subject. As part of the consequence of decentring, a simplistic distinction between the 'author', 'text' and 'reader' ceases to be helpful, as Ott and Cameron suggest, although, paradoxically, they then resist the idea. They argue that the use of intertextuality as a 'stylistic device' (commonly through 'parodic allusion, creative appropriation, and self-reflexive reference', 2000, p. 429) is weakened by its conflation with intertextuality as an audience practice. 17 The different rhetorical processes of creating work and being spectator to it are left unformulated. In this book we make the relationship between the researcher and the dance makers an object of study so that the distinction might have greater subtlety. In addition, Ott and Cameron's argument is based on the use of intertextuality in media scholarship, where it is restricted to a few pre-identified sources.
18 Such discussion, while called intertextual, may merely be a form of source criticism and not a form of intertextuality at all. 19 In returning to the relationship between text and reader, Ott and Cameron helpfully focus on the contribution intertextual readings make to the construction of a distinctive and personal postmodern identity by 'marking membership in particular cultures ' (2000, p. 440) . Further, they emphasise an 'aggregative rather than a sequential way of seeing and knowing' (2000, p. 441); a non-linearity reminiscent of surfing the web, and therefore of hypertextuality, and a very different epistemology from that based on Greek culture.
The formalist theories of art typical of high modernism tie in closely with structuralist philosophy, and share a drive towards a type of scientific objectivity, encapsulated in the emphasis on the medium, movement and notions of structure. Meaning on this view is held within the frame of universal and previously existing structures, and operates through a clearly defined system of codes and sub-codes. It is based on the use of language in everyday communication.
20 This obsession with systems, it is often stated, has led to neglect of the dynamics of signification and the role of the reader in creating meaning. Although semiotics offers analysis of a full range of human behaviour it, too, tends to control the possible readings of these acts of communication. 21 This model has been extensively reworked for the study of performance by de Marinis (1993) , who rejects a purely linguistic model for analysis of acts of theatre. Instead, he conceives of theatrical performance as a complex discursive event, resulting from the interweaving of several expressive elements, organised into various codes and subcodes (which together constitute a textual structure) through which acts of communication and signification take place, while also taking into account the different pragmatic contexts of enunication.
(de Marinis, 1993, pp. 1-2)
Although de Marinis is attracted to the idea of a scientific theory and even to a socio-biological approach, he also characterises the act of performance, and of reading, as one in which 'communicative strategies are played out ' (1993, p. 48) . In sum, this is a set of theories that appears to hover over a structuralist and poststructuralist agenda. Some writers on Cunningham, whose reception has always hovered in this way, see clearly that his improvisatory movement is not an attempt to return to 'nature', which would again reinforce a biological argument.
22 When a return to nature is combined with an ideal of sincerity of expression, manifest in the total unity of the contributing arts, the dangers are obvious. 23 Copeland, for example, aligns Cunningham more closely with Brecht, pointing to a shared denial of the Wagnerian Gesamtkunstwerk than with Martha Graham. Brecht and Cunningham, it might be argued, work with the separation of elements and both welcome the 'disunity' that arises in the theatre, and in dance, from such a position. Here lies the start of a postmodern dance and theatre form, and a poststructuralist form of theorising that might support it.
The implications for narrative construction, in line with the arguments of this book, it may be argued, are that poststructuralist narrative, or hypertext, provides 'an infinitely recenterable system whose provisional point of focus depends upon the reader' (Landow, 1997, p. 36 ) -a convincingly poststructuralist claim. While the system may be infinitely recentrable (although this is arguable), the content, or the material, of the dance has a continuity of existence. These materials do not prescribe a particular narrative, but they may control (in some senses) the number of diverse narratives it is possible to produce, the types of narrative and the forms they take. While decentring implies a displacement of the centre, it does not necessarily imply a total loss of direction or the absence of logic. Both intertextuality and hypertextuality place the emphasis more on relationships among things than on the things themselves. In similar vein, Worthen, writing on hypertextuality and performance of Shakespeare, suggests that 'contemporary dramatic performance takes place in the intersections between texts and bodies, writing and enactment, literature and theatre', although quite what this means is ambiguous (2002, p. 7; my emphasis) . It is a common expression found within poststructuralist literature that events or meanings occur in gaps, in absences (a Derridean influence), in effect, in the relationship between states or objects. It points up the importance of the engagement of the participant in creating not only the discourse, but also the text of the dance itself.
Content and context
Deveril meets the challenge of hypertext head on in chapter 12, presenting a differently distributed text that opens the materials to many narrative constructions simply in consequence of its layout on the page. Deveril's position is complex and complicated. He is the creator of the Heart Thief with Litza Bixler, not as choreographer, but as collaborative analyst and film-maker, so the positions of author-text-reader are already slippery. He places texts in disconnected juxtapositions: texts relating to the process of making the work, conversations that occurred, motivations for choices; texts that reflect on his own role; texts that revisit two previous pieces of research; texts on the nature of narrative; texts on models of analysis and the role of the body; texts on the themes of Heart Thief and sources used in its creation; texts on how hypertextuality and intertextuality might be understood. There is neither beginning nor end to this chapter; its pages, and the blocks of content on them, might be placed in a very different order without damage. There is an absence of overarching narrative, an absence of the writer's voice. Or is there? What becomes evident is that the choice of texts in itself, however they are placed, is a kind of narrative construction or a presumption of meaningfulness that is the author-function.
It may be that inter-/hypertextuality simply complicates direction and logic by offering more possibilities, perhaps too many routes, more threads to unravel and create than the human mind can encompass. Landow's notion of the 'network', and its analogies of 'interweaving ', of 'web' and 'path' (1997, p. 43) , are common threads in writings on hypertextuality and intertextuality, which open up the created materials to this non-linearity, a crucial component of poststructuralist thinking.
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Worthen argues, however, like Eco on interpretive practice, that 'the choice of options is limited, and limited in ways that implicate the "author-function" of hypertext '. 25 As is widely evident, the selection of some words, as links, and not others is an authorial choice based on a process -a process capable of articulation. Worthen describes these links as far from finite, in fact as a fixed 'if exponentially large … number of journeys through the document'. The uses of hypertext, he argues, are 'governed by formal limits and rhetorical practices ' (2002, p. 11) .
The network constructed here has both geographical and historical parameters. The broadest time span across which traces are drawn appears in essays on two contrasting cultures, over almost equivalent time spans: the first is chapter 2, Alexandra Carter's study of Kenneth MacMillan's The Judas Tree, which refers to the story of Judas' betrayal of Christ, but in a version that came into existence as a ballet in the latter part of the twentieth century, in England on the stage of the Royal Opera House, itself a site of tradition of an artistic kind reaching back to the sixteenth century. Carter's essay is positioned early in the book, in part because the ballet is a work of modernist tendencies rather than postmodernist sensibilities. This work takes its abstract expressionism and attempt at social realism seriously. It explores the choreographer's obsession with female sexuality, as he demonstrated earlier in Manon, among others -an obsession that borders on gratuitous violence and intimidation of women, as many reviewers noted. Although created as late as 1992, and therefore after some of the other works analysed here, there is not a vestige of the irony or parody that typifies the postmodern. The context, subject matter, treatment and mood could not be more different, partly a consequence of genre, since the concerns of modern ballet were manifestly different from those of contemporary dance/theatre. The term modern, as distinct from classical or romantic, had only recently and rarely been attached to 'ballet' at this time.
In chapter 3 Janet O'Shea's discussion of Shobana Jeyasingh's contemporary choreography makes problematic the relationship between the dance that has come to be associated with the ancient and revered Natya Shastra (probably written between 200 BC and 200 AD) in India and late twentieth-century European dance forms (which she began creating in 1988) based on bharata natyam. Again, the relationship between archaic narratives and two distinctive dance forms, of ballet and contemporary dance, is already complex, developing from political and religious storytelling of more than 2,000 years ago, into written text and then into performance. These narratives have been passed on and reinterpreted countless times by peoples of many diverse cultures across massive geographical spans and, indeed, across all arts. Their reinterpretation in England at the end of the twentieth century by Kenneth MacMillan and Shobana Jeyasingh reverberates with this rich cultural interweaving. Each has distinctive history and experiences, in life and in art; each carries traces from very different historical forms into the making of these new works, The Judas Tree (1992) and Romance with Footnotes (1993), respectively.
Any idea that it might be possible to retrace these steps with a degree of accuracy or veracity is clearly untenable, pointing to one of the features of intertextuality that makes is especially valuable in analysis. Such an approach allows the reader/critic/scholar to bring many separate threads into relationship, without a presumption of certainty that this one construction might be more valid than another, or that it must necessarily relate to the artist's process. However, this does not imply that any flight of fancy might be justified. These traces exist, albeit as new constructions, that are more or less convincing, or interesting, or appropriate, in the work being considered.
This reference to the past, and the method of drawing it into the present, can be supported through a type of theorising that recognises that our present is layered in complex ways with threads from other times. It is only with the advent of postmodernism that artists shed the modernist need to 'make it new', whether in abstract, expressionist or social realist modes. They consequently reconciled the historic tradition of their own art with themselves as products of it, while simultaneously becoming the makers of new work. The view of the artist as original creator, in some god-like sense, has dissipated in recent years, to accommodate both cultural and historical awareness in the construction of self, most notably in postcolonial studies such as O'Shea's.
Lorna Sanders, on Akram Khan (in chapter 4), invites a reconsideration of kathak, another traditional dance form of India, in a similar way, not to examine it as it might, or might not, ever have been performed originally, but seeing it as a new practice of the period from the early 1990s. In fact, neither artist attempts to recreate or reconstruct the dance of another time and place. Sanders introduces an element of argument typical of our postmodernist times, that we face a construction of layers of culturally disparate materials, whether in social, political or personal life. Sanders makes these layers visible in her analysis of ma (2004), by exposing its overlapping texts of dance, music, history, politics and globalised arts. Both Jeyasingh and Khan are artists of the late twentieth century, working in England, but with dancing feet planted in a huge cultural history; a history that, in one sense, is that of England and its colonial past, and in another, that of a parallel and long-standing South Asian world. They take flight and are no longer grounded, given a new freedom to explore the interwoven texts of life and art, past and present, in England and in India.
Giannandrea Poesio's essay on Mats Ek (chapter 5) has a tighter geopolitical frame, showing how narrative texts of mid-nineteenth-century ballet have been resurrected, modified, challenged and reworked in the mid-to late twentieth century to create a tapestry of dances which shift context, genre and form to create Expressionist modern dance. While each speaks to its own times, Ek's work is loaded with poetic references to twentieth-century intellectuals and political activists, such as Sigmund Freud and Karl Marx, and a century of violence and political tension among nation-states. It is also a clear example of the later emergence of postmodernism in its challenge to ideas of an original text, its contestation of hierarchical value systems, ideas of individual originality and ownership. Where we used to have new versions of Swan Lake which deviated little from a supposed Petipa/Ivanov original, acknowledging their inheritance from it, preferably remaining as close to the text as possible, we now have a form of choreographic revisionism. Swan Lake in Matthew Bourne's version, first performed in December 2004 at Sadler's Wells then taken to the West End, is itself a sometimes satirical commentary on previous versions, and not a reincarnation of them.
In chapter 6 Toni D'Amelio examines subtleties of significance within notions of premise and prémisse (English and French) as illuminated in the works of Bel and Touzé. She shows that despite the similarity of linguistic origin, the contemporary directions that these terms take in England and France diverge. She returns to questions that we are suspicious of these days -generalisations about what characterises nationsin this case 'French' and 'English', in habits of thought as well as artistic practice. Cultural difference on the most minutely specific scale is on view here in the fine detail of these new dance works. Difference in attitude and use of the medium of dance, in economic positioning of dancers, in ideas and buildings, about the relationship between individual and collective, abound.
My own essay on Fugue (chapter 7), while concerned with a conceptual span of only a few centuries rather than millennia, and of an essentially European nature, reflects on Ian Spink and Caryl Churchill's danced and theatrical musings on mid-eighteenth-century music architecture, which resulted in the making of a dramatic film (1988) . Early twentiethcentury psychoanalytic themes are made manifest in spoken dialogue, movement and music in Fugue. We depend on the work not just of Freud, but also of Jacques Lacan, since understanding is reliant on constructs such as the fugue state of mind, a psychoanalytic construct which clearly owes something to the Europe of the nineteenth century. Its musical source pre-dates this in the eighteenth-century musical fugue, adding to its cultural complexity.
In a similar mode, Daniela Perazzo's study of Jonathan Burrows' Both Sitting Duet (chapter 8) speaks to dialogues between the arts, with an emphasis on dance/music collaboration, with both dancer and composer performing on stage. Significantly, there is neither text nor music in the production, but both are clearly implicated in the choreography, as its starting point, and in its structure. In the performance discussed here the creators re-create a specific moment in 2002 when they first made the work, a moment that is not only haunted by their previous performances and dance/music experiments and those of their immediate European contemporaries, but is also laden with a history of conventions of collaboration. Bach's Fugue is nowhere audible, as in Spink's Fugue, but it is an inescapable historical trace in Both Sitting Duet.
Absence of music is mirrored by the presence and absence of painting in the late twentieth-century work of Lea Anderson The Featherstonehoughs Draw on the Sketchbooks of Egon Schiele (1998; chapter 9) . Like Perazzo on Burrows and Fargeon, Henia Rottenberg constructs multiple narratives revealing Anderson's subtle and shifting references to past styles of dance. Here it coincides with past styles of painting, specifically in the context of a vibrant historical moment in Vienna. While the work refers to the end of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries she filters images through the lens of postmodern dance forms from the later part of the twentieth century. Anderson, as Henia Rottenberg shows, in a study of hybridity across time and art forms, mixes painting and dance through reference to his sketchbooks, in other words to the traces of works he painted, not to the paintings themselves. The fact that she works with such traces, of a different artistic medium, and a male artist, and someone who can hardly be said to be connected to the dance world, is itself a comment on how far dance has travelled and on the challenges of past-present, dance and the visual.
What is present and what absent in the traces these sister arts leave are part of the theoretical conundrum of postmodernism and of our experience of our own performing art. It is no longer seen as illegitimate to make extensive reference to other arts, to other dances, even to paraphrase or plagiarise, within one's own work. The perceived cleverness of postmodernism and its witty references help us to enjoy the intertextual play.
Into this environment is the youth of today born, and life, as experienced by young people in New York, is the focus in chapter 10, where Sherril Dodds reaches back into another dance history, another cultural moment, to a time when social dance dominated the dance landscape. Dancing masters were key social figures in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in Europe, just as in the film she analyses, Mad Hot Ballroom (2005) , dance functions as a facilitating agent in social life. The engagement of young people in ballroom dancing, unlikely as this seems in itself at the present time, becomes the focus of an essay based in a political economy critique. Dodds revisits the supposed capacity of dance to encourage a disciplined and communicative personality adapted to contemporary norms of behaviour, a justification long employed since the seventeenth-century dancing masters. In the interim, the emergence of ballroom dancing in the early twentieth century and forms of educational dance in the middle of the century answered similar needs. The nature of the dance may change, but the purposes remain remarkably similar.
In various ways all these essays raise questions of genre, that long unloved, but re-emergent construct of art analysis, revived by John Frow (2006) . For some years one has hesitated to mention genre for fear of accusations of pigeonholing works in some semi-automatic manner, in order to 'sort' them or even dismiss them. The importance of understanding existing categories of art, as explanatory of relationships that we perceive in new works as well as existing ones, has never in fact disappeared. For example, in my first explorations of analysis we stated that genre is a construct we cannot manage without:
Genres are 'crystallisations' of specific knowledge, beliefs, ideas, techniques, preferences, or values around which particular traditions and conventions for producing and receiving dance have grown.
(Hodgens, in Adshead 1988, p. 72) Jo Louise Hall maps the genres of a relatively new social form of dance, that found in dance music club cultures (chapter 11). Synthesised tracks, grouped together as 'dance music' and primarily produced for consumption on the club dance floor, emphasise poly-rhythmic structure, bass line, cyclical repetition and timbre. Since the 1990s there has been a rapid proliferation of sub-styles of dance music, although their delineation is problematic as they are often transient and evolutionary in nature. Whilst there are inherent difficulties in mapping a dance/ music culture that is both multifaceted and constantly evolving, it is possible to articulate trends significantly different in style and appeal to attendant club communities. Drawing on genre theory, Hall attempts to capture the performative characteristics and moods of these practices through a diachronic and synchronic analysis of dance music cultures.
Conclusions
The question for this project has been to examine the nature of the links set up in reasoning and structuring intertextual processes.
Whether they become as open as Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari's A Thousand Plateaus implies is questionable. Landow (1997) supports the lack of transcendence that they argue for and finds their rhizome analogy fruitful. Clearly, Deleuze and Guattari's emphasis on the 'multiple entryways' of the rhizome and the 'performance' required to make a map (1987, p. 12) suggests analogies with intertextuality, but it is somewhat undermined by its endless potential for modification. Landow offers a sceptical position, however, on the possibility of fulfilling these terms, characterising the result as a 'quasi-anarchic networked hypertext' that dissolves in constructs of 'dimensions' and 'directions in motion ' (1997, p. 42) . At this metaphoric level anything with objects to display or account for, with fragments to share, might be seen to be relevant. Punter, in a similarly metaphorical style, suggests that in choosing among inter/hypertextual routes we may see the links themselves, or we may not. If they are not visible, Punter suggests, we have a sense of 'falling through a gap in the text … falling into the insides of a word, falling into its guts … a new and more sophisticated form of enclosure' perhaps (2001, p. 81) . It is through the strategies of intertextuality that attention can be drawn to the politics of such a critical discourse at the meta-level, a discourse that can deal with metaphor but can cut through its assumptions of reality. How far the reader is conscious of the control that discourses, materials and structures exert is the crucial factor in avoiding manipulation. 26 Feminist scholars (an obvious example) have found useful applications for intertextuality in the 'quest to uncover women's counternarratives, as an attempt to restore the suppressed, hidden voices of other women' (Meyer, 2000, p. 144) . 27 The idea of constantly turning back to uncover assumed positions is based on Derrida's notion of deconstruction. It requires an act of 'contortion, at the level both of the concept and of the critical trajectory' (Harari, 1979, p. 35) , an appropriate analogy perhaps for a dance project. But more seriously, the difficulties of such a project lie in the danger of falling into the very trap one seeks to avoid. 28 It is necessary constantly to backtrack at each stage of the journey and dismantle the position on which one was relying, while waiting to attain a new position where one stops only long enough to deconstruct the position one has just left, and so on. (Harari, 1979, p. 36) Our purposes, although perhaps more modest, rely on these paradoxical movements in that we read our works and texts closely (taking the Barthesian distinction on board) and comment on our own practices of writing, simultaneously. Languages (of every kind) are continually at work in this process and are continually questioned. Dance, as represented here, can be seen to be a part of a much bigger cultural, political and historical landscape than can possibly be encompassed by our local experience and its forms cannot be seen separately from the shared postmodern culture of the late twentieth century, which has driven industry and technology across much of the world. Our consciousness of this larger world, in an era of globalisation, is inescapably bound up in our contemporary forms of expression, as we show in this text. It is the framework of intertextuality that encourages a form of analysis that reaches into these fields yet retains a hold on the form of expression that it considers.
An underlying thread in this chapter, and indeed in this book, is the need to specify carefully how conceptual frameworks are chosen and used in what might broadly be called analysis. Such terms as 'dance analysis', 'dance cultural studies' or 'dance history' are of little use unless given clear characterisation in particular instances. All these essays are analytical, cultural and historical forays, but no two are the same in content or method.
16. This is a quotation that Landow also finds useful. 17. The audience, on this argument, is seen as a 'site of textual production' (Ott and Cameron, 2000, p. 429) , but a largely unconscious one in a postmodern landscape. Members of an audience simply read what is already given by previous texts and contexts (see Fiske, 1987; 1989) . This would indeed be a limited notion of the intertextual freedom of the audience. 18. Notably in an attack on the work of Fiske (1987; 1989) . 19. For distinctions between intertextuality and source criticism, see Worton and Still (1996, chapter 1) . The use of intertextuality in readings of popular game show programmes leads to claims of its particular relevance to popular culture (Fiske, 1989) and from others, to accusations of its (literal) superficiality as an analytic tool. There is a tendency too to assume that it is useful only with postmodern works. Fiske's assumption that popular texts are more intertextual than existing art works forgets the multiplicity of meanings and readings that so-called 'classic' or 'modern' works of art engender. If only by virtue of their age they have acquired many more tangential threads of reference in the 'mosaic' that is the more usual epitome of intertextuality. Ott and Cameron (2000) , in defence, focus on the stylistic devices of intertextuality rather than the audience creation of meaning. Their accounts of parodic allusion, creative appropriation or inclusion, and self-reflexive reference are worth pursuing. 20. Many accounts of structuralism have been written, but they usually refer back to Claude Lévi-Strauss in anthropological writing (1963) and to Ferdinand de Saussure in literary theory. 21. Classics in this field are the writings of Umberto Eco (e.g. 1984) . He places an emphasis on reading the text as it, the text, foresees. The reader's cooperation is activated on this account. It is not a version of the reader as creating the text, as a more radical poststructuralist position might argue. 22. Cited by Copeland in a criticism of Selma Jean Cohen's Next Week Swan Lake (1982, p. 34) . 23. For example, Martha Graham and her critics constantly seem to see this as a valuable aspiration. 24. Landow (1997) himself makes reference to Bakhtin, Barthes, Derrida and Foucault to support these commonalities of terms. 25. Eco's (1990) text deals specifically with the character of these limits. 26. This would seem a strong argument for education in reading with an extremely critical and sceptical eye, conscious of the political implications of all texts. 27. Where feminism has sometimes emphasised the distinctive qualities of women's discourse (if such there are), the result can be a further dismissal and marginalisation of women's work and writing, based on the continuing binary of male (important) and female (insignificant). Intertextuality complicates the situation and does not permit ignorance of previously 'constructed, historically located, and strategic subject positionings' (Meyer, 2000, p. 145) . 28. Harari describes it thus. 'Contortion takes place for two reasons: first, because it is not easy to inhabit old concepts and to refashion words which carry the weight of history without falling back on the traditional significations of these words and concepts; and second, because all Derridean concepts are anti-concepts of the type "neither-nor" … [which] escape definite classification ' (1979, p. 36 ).
